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You can also enjoy more privacy in one of two rustic style

Garden Cottages. Each cottage has a large private garden where

you may enjoy an intimate breakfast, lunch or even dinner from

Cas Xorc's fabulous restaurant. Enjoy the very finest and most

creative Mallorcan-Mediterranean cuisine, traditional with a

modern twist and great attention to detail, using fresh, organic,

seasonal and local produce. Their bodega offers a wide selection

of the best Mallorcan and Spanish wines. The finest home-made

olive-oil is available to purchase to take away. Cas Xorc's

experienced staff can organise your special event, from wed-

dings, banquets and birthday parties for up to 100 guests. You

may book the entire hotel exclusively or individual rooms. Boutique Hotel Ca's Xorc,
www.casxorc.com
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L
ying on a gentle slope between the picturesque

towns of Soller and Deia, Cas Xorc Boutique

Hotel & Restaurant, a 250-year-old former olive

mill consisting of two adjoining fincas, lovingly

restored, provides its guests with the perfect combination of old

world charm and chic modern luxury, in the surroundings of a

UNESCO heritage site.  Cas Xorc is the ideal place to relax and

enjoy the very best of Mallorca. The hotel has a number of

different terraces and beautiful planted gardens where you can

relax with a drink amongst the bougainvillea, hibiscus, margue-

rites, lavender, olive and fragrant lemon trees and aromatic

herbs. Be amazed by the magnificent infinity pool with its

illusional flow into the valley beneath, with breathtaking views

of the Mediterranean Sea in the distance. The accompanying

Jacuzzi invites unparalleled relaxation and rejuvenation for the

most discerning traveller. There are fifteen attractive and airy

bedrooms, all individually decorated with typical Mallorcan

elements. Choose a romantic four-poster bed draped with white

muslin and a log-burning stove for romantic nights, or a

seated terrace with views of the Tramuntana Mountains.

Boutique Hotel Cas Xorc
AN AWARD-WINNING LUXURIOUS

COUNTRY HOTEL
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